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WHEN PREMIER INC.  

offloaded some 
of its business 
intelligence 
data from a 

data warehouse appliance to a Cloudera-based Hadoop 
cluster in mid-2014, the healthcare analytics and pur-
chasing company relied on MapReduce—Hadoop’s initial 
programming and processing environment—to pull in the 
supply-chain information from healthcare providers. But 
batch-oriented MapReduce wasn’t seen as the right tech-
nology to power a Web-based BI dashboard application 
built for use by hospital purchasing managers and Premier’s 
own data analysts and supply-chain account executives.

For that job, Premier turned to Impala, Cloudera’s SQL-
on-Hadoop query engine. Based on SQL, the standard pro-
gramming language for mainstream relational databases, 
Impala provided faster query performance for the end users 

and a more familiar programming framework for Premier’s 
development team, according to Tom Palmer, a software 
engineering director who led deployment of the Hadoop 
system at the Charlotte, N.C., company.

It was the same result when Premier moved the process-
ing of data on clinical outcomes and patient costs by physi-
cian from another data warehouse appliance to the Hadoop 
cluster in September 2015. After first trying to develop the 
required extract, transform and load (ETL) processes in 
MapReduce, the company switched to Impala before going 
into production. “The developers who created the ETL jobs, 
really all they understood was SQL,” said Alfred Kosgey, a 
senior technical architect at Premier. “So we were able to 
develop a lot more, a lot faster, because they were using the 
SQL syntax they were familiar with.”

The company, which works with about 3,600 hospitals 
and 120,000 smaller healthcare providers in the U.S., is 
also leaning on Impala for a new analytics platform that its 
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data scientists will use to track industry norms on quality 
of care, length of stay and other performance metrics. The 
data scientists have been running queries created in the 
Python programming language on Macintosh systems, but 
Palmer said it can take “hours and hours” for the jobs to 
complete. That should be speeded up, he added, by moving 
them to the Hadoop cluster and tapping Impala through 
Ibis, an open source technology that integrates Python and 
the SQL-on-Hadoop engine. The new setup is due to go live 
in March.

Premier is just one of a growing number of organizations 
looking to SQL-on-Hadoop tools to help simplify program-
ming and boost both ETL and analytics performance in 
their big data environments. The pairing of SQL and Ha-
doop also lets companies put all of their existing develop-
ers and data analysts who are versed in SQL to work on big 
data applications, reducing or even eliminating the need to 
invest in retraining or new hiring to build up MapReduce 
skills internally.

SQL-ON-HADOOP OPTIONS AND ISSUES
Prospective users have plenty of options to consider: In 
mid-2015, analysts from consultancies Gartner and For-
rester Research counted more than a dozen SQL-on-Ha-
doop technologies, including a mix of open source software 
and commercial products. The top independent Hadoop 

vendors—Cloudera, Hortonworks and MapR Technolo-
gies—are all in the game, along with major IT vendors such 
as IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, Teradata and Hewlett Packard 
Enterprise. Jethro Data, Splice Machine and other startups 
are also pushing SQL-on-Hadoop offerings, as is Data-
bricks, the primary driving force behind the Apache Spark 
processing engine, which includes a Spark SQL module.

Yet most of the available technologies are still relatively 
new and not fully mature. For example, many don’t support 
all of the functionality that’s provided in standard relational 
SQL implementations. The fast pace of development on 
Hadoop and related technologies is helping to close that 
gap—but it also means that organizations need to keep 
up with frequent new releases to take advantage of added 
SQL-on-Hadoop features. In addition, SQL itself can be 
too much for many business users and even some BI and 
analytics professionals to handle directly, often prompting 
companies to put SQL-on-Hadoop tools under the covers of 
self-service BI software or front-end Web user interfaces.

For now, SQL-on-Hadoop adoption remains low—as is 

The pairing of SQL and Ha doop lets  
companies put all of their existing 
develop ers and data analysts versed  
in SQL to work on big data applications.
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Hadoop usage, despite all the attention the big data frame-
work gets. In a 2015 survey conducted by IT research and 
education outfit TDWI, just 16% of respondents said their 
organizations were using a commercial SQL-on-Hadoop 
engine as part of BI or analytics applications; in a sepa-
rate question, 22% of respondents said SQL-on-Hadoop 
technology was being used for managing data. But in the 
latter case, SQL on Hadoop was close to Hadoop itself on 
deployment, both now and as planned within three years—
indicating that most Hadoop users also implement SQL-on-
Hadoop software (See “Comrades in Arms”).

One of those users is Progressive Insurance, an auto 
insurer based in Mayfield Village, Ohio. Progressive began 
running a Hortonworks-based Hadoop cluster in late 2013 
to process and analyze telematics data collected from cus-
tomers’ cars as part of a usage-based insurance program 
called Snapshot; the cluster also holds research and devel-
opment data used to price insurance products, plus activity 
logs from the company’s website.

Most of the ETL processes and analytical queries that are 
run against the data in the cluster are created with Hive, an 
open source SQL-on-Hadoop tool. The insurer’s business 
analysts and data scientists were already “heavy SQL users, 
so we wanted to keep the structure of the data the same for 
them,” said Pawan Divakarla, data and analytics business 
leader at Progressive. “We have an entire business commu-
nity that uses the data, and there was no point making them 

learn something else.”
IT architect Chris Barendt said Progressive encoun-

tered some bugs in Hive early on after deploying it, but the 
technology now is more stable and “does most of what we 
need.” To help increase Hive’s performance and enable it 
to support interactive querying, though, the insurer has 
augmented it with Tez, an open source application frame-
work that originated at Hortonworks and was designed for 

Comrades in Arms

The percentage of survey respondents who use or plan to deploy  
SQL-on-Hadoop software for data management is almost the same  
as the total for Hadoop itself.

n  HADOOP        n  SQL ON HADOOP

FIGURE

1

28% ALREADY USING HADOOP

22% ALREADY USING SQL ON HADOOP

36% PLAN TO USE HADOOP WITHIN THREE YEARS

38% PLAN TO USE SQL ON HADOOP WITHIN THREE YEARS

SOURCE: TDWI’s Emerging Technologies for Business Intelligence, Analytics,  
and Data Warehousing; based on responses from 344 IT and business pros 
asked about their organization’s usage of data management technologies.

(Continued on page 6)
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Spark SQL, Hold the Hadoop
THE APACHE SPARK processing engine 

is often paired with Hadoop, helping 

users to accelerate analysis of data 

stored in the Hadoop Distributed File 

System. But Spark can also be used 

as a standalone big data platform. 

That’s the case at online marketing 

and advertising services provider 

Sellpoints Inc.—and it likely wouldn’t 

be possible without the technology’s 

Spark SQL module.

Sellpoints initially used a combina-

tion of Hadoop and Spark running in 

the cloud to process data on the Web 

activities of consumers for analysis  

by its business intelligence (BI) and 

data science teams. But in early 

2015, the Emeryville, Calif., company 

converted to a Spark system from 

Databricks, also cloud-based, to 

streamline its architecture and reduce 

technical support issues. Benny Blum, 

vice president of product and data at 

Sellpoints, said the analysts there use 

a mix of Spark SQL and the Scala pro-

gramming language to set up extract, 

transform and load (ETL) processes 

for turning the raw data into usable 

information.

The BI team in particular leans 

heavily on Spark SQL since it doesn’t 

require the same level of technical 

skills as Scala does—some BI analysts 

do all of their ETL programming with 

the SQL technology, according to 

Blum. 

“Spark SQL is really an enabler for 

someone who’s less technical to work 

with Spark,” he explained. “If  

we didn’t have it, a platform like Data-

bricks wouldn’t be as viable for our 

organization, because we’d have a lot 

more reliance on the data science and 

engineering teams to do all of  

the work.”

Sellpoints collects hundreds of mil-

lions of data points from Web logs on 

a daily basis, amounting to a couple 

of terabytes per month. The raw data 

is streamed into an Amazon Simple 

Storage Service data store. It is then 

run through the extract, transform 

and load routines in Spark to convert 

it into more understandable metrics-

based formats and to translate it for 

output to Tableau’s business intelli-

gence software. The software is used 

to build reports and data visualiza-

tions for the company’s corporate 

clients.

Spark SQL isn’t a perfect match for 

standard SQL at this point. “There are 

certain commands that I expect to be 

there that aren’t there or may be there 

but under a different name,” Blum 

said. Despite such kinks, the technol-

ogy is familiar enough to get the job 

done, he noted, adding, “If you know 

SQL, you can work with it.” 
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optimizing data processing throughput in Hadoop systems. 
Also, most of the analysts at Progressive work with Hive 
through Tableau’s BI software or Hue, a Cloudera-devel-
oped user interface for Web applications. Some power users 
do direct command-line coding in Hive, Barendt noted.

A MARRIAGE MADE IN HADOOP HEAVEN?
Online dating service Zoosk Inc. uses a combination of Hive 
for ETL and Impala for analytics, also with Hue and Tableau 
on the front end to ease coding for its data analysts. The San 
Francisco company deployed a Cloudera-based Hadoop 
cluster in 2012, initially to process the large volumes of user 
activity and system log data being generated by its website 
and then pass aggregated views of the information to an 
enterprise data warehouse built on Microsoft’s SQL Server 
database.

Martin Lam, senior director of analytics and data science 
at Zoosk, said developers there tried to program in Map- 
Reduce at first but found that it took much more time than 
using SQL did—a couple of hours to write and test a job ver-
sus a couple of minutes. So the company implemented Hive 
to support ETL processing in the cluster. However, Hive 
was too slow to support ad hoc analysis of the Hadoop data, 
according to Lam. As a result, “we didn’t use Hadoop as an 
analytical platform,” he said.

That changed after Cloudera released a beta version of 
Impala in late 2012. Zoosk signed on as an early user, and 
Lam said the query engine’s performance has made analyz-
ing the raw Hadoop data more feasible. For example, he 
said that in combination with Parquet—a columnar storage 
format for Hadoop that Zoosk added to its architecture in 

mid-2015—Impala can run a typical query on website user 
interactions in eight seconds, compared with just under 
eight minutes with Hive alone and nearly six minutes with 
Hive and Parquet together. The faster speeds have also en-
abled the addition of more advanced analytics applications, 
in particular, a “behavioral matchmaking” app that aims 
to predict possible matches between Zoosk users based on 
their use of the site.

Zoosk is sticking with Hive on the ETL side, though, 
for processing the hundreds of millions of rows of data it 
captures from the website daily, amounting to about 200 
terabytes (TB) of info in the cluster altogether. “Impala 
provides a lot of speed, but it can be unpredictable if you 
aren’t careful,” Lam said. “It’s easier to guarantee that Hive 

Developers at one company tried  
to program in MapRe duce but found  
it took more time than SQL—a couple 
of hours versus a couple of minutes.

(Continued from page 4)
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will finish a job.” Impala also still lacks some standard SQL 
features, such as support for XML and JSON functions and 
for non-scalar data types like maps and arrays. “But the gap 
is getting narrower and narrower,” he said. “I think that for 
most [analytics] use cases, you can get by.”

The same applies to Spark SQL, said Benny Blum, vice 
president of product and data at Sellpoints Inc., an online 
marketing and advertising company in Emeryville, Calif., 
that is using the SQL-based Spark module for ETL purposes 
(See “Spark SQL, Hold the Hadoop”). “There are things that 
I can’t do in Spark SQL now,” Blum said. “You definitely 
see that you’re on the bleeding edge of a language as it’s be-
ing developed.” On the other hand, he noted that the query 
speeds Sellpoints is seeing with Spark SQL “are astronomi-
cally higher than they were six to eight months ago,” due to 
improvements in the technology and more effective use of 
Spark overall by the company as it has become more famil-
iar with the processing engine. 

SERVING UP ANALYTICS RESULTS ... QUICKLY 
Sanjog Gad, CTO at marketing analytics software and ser-
vices provider Fishbowl Inc., has also seen big improve-
ments in the query processing performance of Apache Drill, 
an open source SQL-on-Hadoop engine that’s backed by 
MapR. In some cases, he said, queries initially were taking 
15 minutes to run in Drill, which Fishbowl began using in 

2015 as part of a Hadoop proof-of-concept project. With 
continued development of the Drill technology, those query 
times are now about 20 seconds, and Gad expects them 
to be less than 10 seconds by mid-2016. That would meet 
his business goal for processing the queries, which he de-
scribed as complex programs amounting to a half-page of 
code or more.

Fishbowl, which collects and analyzes customer data for 
restaurant chains, has moved beyond the trial deployment 
of Hadoop and built a MapR-based cluster to support new 
advanced analytics applications. Gad said the Alexandria, 
Va., company is funneling data from about 15 different 
sources into the cluster, including point-of-sale, reserva-
tions, online ordering, loyalty program and credit card data. 
By the end of 2016, he expects to have up to 60 TB of data in 
the Hadoop system and expand it from 10 compute nodes to 
60 or more as more restaurants sign up to use the new ana-
lytics service.

Gad’s team hasn’t totally turned its back on MapReduce. 
(Continued on page 9)

Query speeds with Spark SQL “are  
astronomically higher than they  
were six to eight months ago,” said 
Benny Blum of Sellpoints.
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Structural Issues Test New Hadoop Users
WHEN VALENCE HEALTH was working to 

deploy a Hadoop cluster in early 2015, 

the Chicago-based healthcare tech-

nology and services provider initially 

focused its internal training efforts on 

Apache Drill, an open source SQL-on-

Hadoop query engine that IT develop-

ers would be using to write extract, 

transform and load (ETL) scripts for 

processing incoming data. But that 

turned out to be the wrong approach.

The bigger issue, CTO Dan Blake 

said, was getting a fuller understand-

ing of Hadoop’s underlying structure 

and how to work with it effectively 

to optimize data processing perfor-

mance. “We kind of started out with 

Drill training, but we really needed to 

do more in-depth training on Hadoop 

itself first,” he said. “It’s very different 

from a relational database.”

Blake’s team eventually went back 

to the basics on Hadoop, and he said 

it’s now working to wring as much 

processing speed as it can out of the 

cluster and Drill, which both went into 

production use in May 2015. Valence, 

which works with hospitals and 

health systems looking to transition 

to value-based care methodologies, is 

using Drill to help pull 3,000 daily data 

feeds containing 45 different types of 

healthcare data into the 15-node clus-

ter for downstream analysis. That can 

amount to up to 25 million records on 

a busy day, Blake said, adding that the 

cluster—based on MapR Technologies’ 

Hadoop distribution—can handle the 

processing workload in “an hour or 

two.”

Figuring out how to fully leverage 

Hadoop was also a big challenge for 

developers and systems administra-

tors at Progressive Insurance, accord-

ing to Chris Barendt, an IT architect 

at the Mayfield Village, Ohio, auto 

insurer. “It was kind of a steep learn-

ing curve on understanding how to run 

the environment,” he said. While Pro-

gressive is using open source SQL-on-

Hadoop technology Hive for both ETL 

and analytics, Barendt said Hadoop 

is a “completely different” platform 

to work with compared to SQL-based 

relational databases.

And he acknowledged that there 

is work to do in Hadoop, even though 

it doesn’t impose the same kind of 

rigid structured data formats that 

relational systems do. The data in a 

Hadoop cluster may be unstructured 

or semi-structured in nature, but the 

information still has to be properly set 

up and partitioned to get good query 

performance, Barendt explained: “You 

still need to do good design—it’s not 

magic.” In fact, he said, deploying  

Hive “was probably the easiest part  

of using Hadoop” at Progressive.
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ETL jobs on the daily data feeds are all being done through 
the batch processing framework, which he said is a reliable 
and scalable technology for that purpose. But SQL-on-
Hadoop was the obvious way to go on the analytics side, 
both for performance and personnel reasons. “If you look 
at the data analysts and BI workers, they’re all SQL people,” 
Gad said. “They don’t understand much about Hadoop and 
MapReduce.”

Virtualization technology vendor VMware Inc. is also 
building out a Hadoop cluster to power advanced analyt-
ics and predictive modeling applications after deploying a 
pilot system in early 2015. The Hortonworks-based cluster, 
which is due to go into production use in April, is being ex-
panded from eight to 48 nodes and will have an initial stor-
age capacity of about 350 TB, said Joti Sidhu, IT director 
for enterprise BI solutions and analytics platform develop-
ment at the Palo Alto, Calif., company.

In addition, VMware has deployed Pivotal HDB, a com-
mercial version of the HAWQ open source SQL-on-Hadoop 
engine that’s sold by Pivotal Software—a company VMware 
partly owns along with its own parent, EMC. Sidhu said Piv-
otal HDB will primarily be used by a team of data scientists 
to run queries against the data in the cluster, which includes 
marketing data, clickstream records from VMware’s web-
site and customer files that contain product log data and 
technical support information. “Those guys are working 

with huge data sets and essentially trying to find a needle 
in a haystack,” she said, adding that the SQL interface will 
let them do their work without having to “learn or unlearn 
anything.”

TIGHT TIES NEEDED BETWEEN TOOLS
As the Hadoop ecosystem expands to include more and 
more technologies, most of which are being developed at a 
rapid pace, Sidhu said users have to ensure that there’s tight 
integration between the underlying Hadoop platform and 
the associated tools they’re using. There were some inte-
gration issues between Pivotal HDB and Hortonworks’ Ha-
doop distribution when VMware began working with them, 
she said, but the two vendors have brought the technologies 
closer together since then. To make sure that happens, “you 
have to work very closely with the product teams on the 
vendor side,” she noted.

Premier’s Palmer said the healthcare company also tries 
to deploy new versions of Cloudera’s Hadoop distribution 
and tools such as Impala within two to three months of 
their release. “Our attitude is that we’re going full speed 
ahead so we can take advantage of the new functionality,” 
he said. “If you’re two releases behind, you’re not in good 
shape.”

Deploying a SQL-on-Hadoop engine might require more 
processing horsepower in a Hadoop cluster as well. For 

(Continued from page 7)
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example, Premier added five compute nodes to its cluster 
when it moved the ETL processing for physician perfor-
mance data to the Hadoop system, increasing the total 
number of nodes to 19. And Palmer said he expects the clus-
ter to grow further as the company puts more applications 
on it.

But he added that the SQL-driven expansion of the clus-
ter, which currently holds about 65 TB of data, has saved 
money overall by enabling Premier to completely replace 
one data warehouse appliance and reduce its use of an-
other one—both being higher-cost processing platforms 
compared with Hadoop. The new Hadoop math is simple, 
according to Palmer: “I like to say that the more we expand 
the cluster, the more money we save.” n
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